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There are three sections to this quiz. If a state is mentioned twice, mark it twice. There are ten states to find and the entire quiz is worth ten points.  

Section One: Find Me! 

Mark the following states on the maps on the back of this quiz. Use 

the standard three-letter abbreviation to identify the state. If the state 

is in two places on the map, mark both places. If the state is an island 

group, outline the entire island group and label it. If the state is a tiny 

city-state, place a dot where the state is located and label the dot. 

� PHI Philippines 

� SRI Sri Lanka 

� SIN Singapore 

� UZB Uzbekistan 

Section Two: I Am Found! 

On the maps, you will find three states labeled with numbers. 

Write the name of the three states on the lines here: 

� 1:   

� 2:   

� 3:   

� 4:   

Section Three: I So Am Important! 

 

A. Severe winter weather has come to both China and a neighboring Asian state, which also suffers from severe food 

and energy shortages. As with China, these shortages can be blamed on both the poor quality of its government in 

Dushanbe. Label the state with an ‘A’ on the map and name it here: 

 

B. Scotland Yard finished its inquiry into Benazir Bhutto’s assassination recently. They concluded that she was killed 

by the explosion and not gunshots. This conflicts with eyewitness accounts of several shots being fired before the 

explosion. Label Bhutto’s state with a ‘B’ on the map and name it here:  



 

The Two Maps 

 

1 

2 

3 

4 

Extra Credit:  

Name this state. It was the first to 

gain independence this century and 

was the newest member of the 

United Nations until Montenegro 

joined last year. Also, its current 

president was shot at home this 

weekend:   


